A year after The Barrick family suffered a great loss, which brought the teenage twins, Drake and Jade to the care of their Great Cousin, Tristan. The family works together as they try to find a normalize in their daily lives, while balancing the chaos of their magical lives. Helping Tristan with this tasks are his Aunt Phoebe, brother Gordan, and their group of devoted friends. As a growing threat emerges in the city, and an evil from their past resurfaces, the Barricks must stand strong together but will it be enough?

- Peachtree: The Road That Shaped Atlanta
- Peanuts It’ the Great Pumpkin Small Recycled Shopper Tote
- Pay Out and Pay Back
- Pavement Evaluation and Rehabilitation
- Pb Fourways Farm (10 Books) Pack 1
- Paul Frank 18 Oz. Acrylic Travel Cup